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Description

Earth Shakes JLab 

Simulate and demonstrate the power of an earthquake.  

They will demonstrate S waves and P waves and will then assume the role of a wave in an earth
shake. 

Using an interactive approach, students will model a strike-slip fault and see its possible destruction
as the plate slips to relieve pressure. 

It will be easy for your students to understand the forces that cause earthquakes to occur after they
complete the activities in Earth Shakes.  

It will be easy to find the perimeter of an earthquake using new understandings to solve the puzzle. 

Earth Shakes India, Earth Shakes Manufacturer, Biology Lab Equipments, Geology
Equipment, Geology Equipment Earth Shakes, Earth Shakes Suppliers, Earth Shakes Export,
Biology Equipment, Biology Equipments Earth Shakes, Earth Shakes Online, buy Earth
Shakes, Earth Shakes Manufacturer, buy Earth Shakes Online India.  

Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best burette
pinchclip medium wall supplier, chemistry lab equipments manufacturers, chemistry lab equipments
manufacturer, education lab supplies, educational biology lab equipments, educational biology lab
instruments.  
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"Earth Shakes JLab Simulate and demonstrate the power of an earthquake. They will demonstrate S
waves and P waves and will then assume the role of a wave in an earth shake. Using an interactive
approach, students will model a strike-slip fault and see its possible destruction as the plate slips to
relieve pressure. It will be easy for your students to understand the forces that cause earthquakes to
occur after they complete the activities in Earth Shakes. It will be easy to find the perimeter of an
earthquake using new understandings to solve the puzzle. Earth Shakes India, Earth Shakes
Manufacturer, Biology Lab Equipments, Geology Equipment, Geology Equipment Earth Shakes,
Earth Shakes Suppliers, Earth Shakes Export, Biology Equipment, Biology Equipments Earth
Shakes, Earth Shakes Online, buy Earth Shakes, Earth Shakes Manufacturer, buy Earth Shakes
Online India.", "brand": "Jlab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5",
"aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating":
"0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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